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IHesmneoi:Mise; Mbb ve Admissions Standards
?

by Tracey D3s

".V.

:

schools - with highly selective
As of a faculty vote taken Feb. 7, admissions policies, c) Achieved a
1977 new admissions standards grade point average 2.7 (78) in
have been set ; for incoming those high. school, courses the
freshman students to the College ; college recommends for entering
of Wooster. According to the new ' freshmen or a
average in

.

U

certain designated, special

.schools."

:

'

In addition to these standards,

--

.

determine a student's academic
performance in a given situation.
The new policy, according to
Graff, "Allows us to look at the
under achiever as well as the
overachiever." Graff points out
that a student may have high test
scores and slightly above average
high school grades or have low test

the previous class. Last year, 37
of the students here had a verbal
SAT score over 500 while 51 of
all students had a math score of
over 500. This year's figures
'
indicate that approximately 45 of
;
the incoming students have verbal
scores higher than 500 and 60
have math scores above the 500
scores and' appear to a top level. The national average SAT
performer in the classroom. score for Verbal is 430 and for
' Similarly, the new policy allows
for Math is 470. These figures
differences between cultural indicate then that the incoming
:
groups. Minority students Wooster student ranks signifstatistically tend to score lower on icantly above the national average
standardized
tests and, therefore,
in the Scholastic Aptitude
a " consideration of the three Class rank from this year toTest.
last
factorsclass rank, class average & has not changed significantly, with
SAT scores - allows for 50 of incoming freshmen ranking
individual's performance in discrepancies among . the three in the top 20 of their class, and
relation to his peers in a particular determinants.
72
ranking in the top 40 as
community, Graff notes. The SAT
The incoming freshman class compared to last year's figures of
determines a student's which numbers appoximately 540, 48 in the top quarter and 71 in
; score
position on a national level, states according to Graff, have nn tho the top 25's. Although these
new
4 Graff, but does not necessarily- - average, test scores which exceed

"

standards, a student must meet at
least two of the ' following
requirements: "a) a score of at
least 400 in the SAT verbal or at
least 900 in the mathematical tests
combined or a minimum of 18 in
the ACT composite.' b) Ranks in
the top forty per cent of his or her
class or in the top eighty per cent
in- - certain designated secondary

Admissions Officer Steve Graff,.
such standards are an "attempt by
the faculty to set some kind of
quality , standards within the
student body and by doing that,
we can work on a different level
;
- here at the college."
While at first glance, these
requirements seem rather lax,
they are, according to' Graff,
realistic. The most important of
these factors, Graff points out, is
the G.P.A. since it reflects to some
extent how weD a student can
perform in a variety of situations.
Class rank is valuable, however,'
only when considering competition and individual schools; but to
some extent it also reflects an

'

the Admissions Office is
authorized to accept a number of
students who do not meet two of
the above three requirements as
long as such a number does not
exceed 10 of the freshmen

enrollment:! According- to'
-

.

-

-

continued
(.unumwa on page 6
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Students Bail Out After Storm

I

1

by David Hagelin

--

several hundred books.
He added that damage might
have be erf greater Kad books not
been removed from bottom
shelves after the summer flooding.

Last .Wednesday's

--c-

j

heavy rain
, fioocfing ; in
Andrews
.
Library and Armington- - Physical
Education Center. According to
Mr. Robert Goiter, Director of
Library Services and Coach Akin
Wie, students voluntary efforts
helped to contain the extent of
flooding and prevent potential
costly damage.
Flooding in the library was
--

aused

.

A

.

'.'Some archival materials

.became wet but are salvageable,,
'according
to Mr. Goiter. There
1
was also some seepage on the
floor of the library.
He expressed gratitude for the
student , help in combatting the
caused by water draining problem. "Two dozen students
downward from the slope at the worked a couple hours
t" north end of the building and
Wednesday evening, getting rid of
collecting in the ventilation weD. the water with brooms and
,The pressure of the water against squeegees," he said.
an adjacent window broke the
. window,- allowing water to enter
the basement machine room and
spread throughout the basement.
;

,!

3

.

"

--

y

-

i-T-

he

two-and-one-h-

inches of

alf

rain ' which covered the floor
caused little damage compared to
the results of last July's flood. Mr.
Goiter stated, that only" a few
dozen books in the basement were
damaged, whereas the five to six

;

I;Si Pays: Off In

by Cynthia Meister
The College of Wooster ranks
25th in the nation's 3,000 colleges in
respect to the percentage of the
: total enrollment who later receive
doctoral degrees. :
.,.
The recent study by the National
- Academy of the Sciences revealed
that Wooster ranked 24th (with
2.66 percent) in percentage of Ph.D
: recipients
in 1976 and 26th (with
'
2.49) in the period of 1967-7These figures don't say that
Wooster is only training students
for graduate work, but it does say
.'that our graduates are as, well
: prepared as the best schools in the
commented President
f nation,"
Henry Cope land. '
... "Wooster isn't a factory turning
out graduates. You still have to do
-.

--

--

6.

--

.

--

-.

.

:

;

-

.

-

--

-

,

.

.

graduate, attributes the high
percentage of Wooster Ph.D's to
the strong emphasis on the
Independent
Study ' Program.
"There is 'a strong 'corollary
between LS.,' and the master's
thesis and the doctoral dissertation. My I.S. and my master's thesis
were on . the . same plane." He
stressed that the importance of I.S. '
can not be minimized. It lays the
groundwork and - relieves - the
tension for further thesis research.
-

.

,

'

Vice President

Bill

there.

Coach Van Wie reported no
significant damage.
"There was water in several
places in the storage rooms and on
continued on page 7

'a

J 771

.
.

Grad School

your own job here, so you're
exceptional. These rankings speak
to therigor of bur academic
program. It's as tough as it ever
was," added Copeland.
: '.. Wooster does rank high in the
national listings as a fine academic
institution, but what makes it so far
above average in producing future
Ph.D's?, Harvard,, Oberlin, and
Swarthmore' are ranked ' above.
Wooster, but what .puts Wooster
above such renowned institutions
as Princeton, Bowdoin, Yale, and
Northwestern? 1 :
Various faculty, administrators,
.
and students were asked to
speculate on the reasons for
Wooster's success. ' ... - r.
Dr. David Guldin of the '
sociology department, a Wooster

"The library has made a
recommendation that,..to prevent
future flooding, a retaining wall be
built around trie ventilation well,"
Mr. Goiter added.
Currently, a cement rise of only
several inches surrounds the well.
Poor drainage on the field hocky
field, resulting in a clogged drain at
the foot of the stairwell at the north
end of the gym, caused flooding

'

1

Water; water everywhere, but where' the rugby game? Photo by
"tv- -'
Dave Koppenhaver
inches of last summer ruined

7'

r

-

If
"

,

V

L- -

Baird, who

has put the statistics in report form,
also indicates Independent Study
as a major factor. "But it isn't the
only reason. Wooster's faculty are
also, above average, demanding .'
rtirrl,ir
more of students from the very
young
Bill
Baird
Robert
Still
Goiter frolic through
at
and
heart.
beginning, molding the discipline
the subterranean waters of Andrews Library after last
- continued on page 7
Wednesday's flood.
--

;

.

--

--
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Council Suitresses
Artistic Expression

With enrollment decreasing and resources scarce, the College
of Wooster and Campus Council in particular must team to ."
establish equitable funding priorities. At present. Campus
Council's priorities are inconsistent, and unfair to certain
organizations that need higher allocations. The best example of
underfunding is the THISTLE, the College of Wooster literary
magazine, which was allocated only $2000 for all of next year.
Martha Ross and Jane Hawken
Though this year's
of
budget
$2205, the amount needed to print
requested a scant
Council refused to grant the
Campus
two
issues.
additional $205. (Yet Campus Council's total resources from the
student body activity fee rise above $60,000.)
.
Meanwhile, Lowry Center Board received an increase to help
fund social activities; and speakers such as Jerry Rubin are paid .
over $1300 to visit the College for two days. At this point we
must ask, "Where are our priorities?" Jerry Rubin contributed
some keen insight into the Sixties and Seventies, but is it right
for a college to pay him that much money and be forced to
ignore something as fundamental as the THISTLE?
Meanwhile, SGA receives funding from Campus Council that .
organizations.
will be allocated to smaller,
Does a program house or a sports club or a dorm deserve to be
granted money when the Council cannot scrape up enough
funds for a literary magazine?

:

co-edito-
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Support .THISTLE?

--

enables and invites the entire
coDege cornmunity to share in the

Study Popular
.

--

will
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roommate preference. Carol

Morrison, Dean of Housing, works,
hard to give people what they want
in the way of housing when they

However r we maintain that
experiences and relate them to fife Wooster is a community that '
at Wooster. The three things that needs, supports, and encourages
expression. In conclusion,
'are discussed hi the workshop artistic
provides a vital role in
Thistle
1)
include:
What one expected to .
" get out of his
or her program??) furthering artistic expression and.
Were these expectations met? and ' appreciation at the college. We
3) How can they relate their off invite all concerned persons to
campus experiences to academic voice' their , opinions to their .
Campus Council representatives.
and social goals at the College. Re"
.' Sincerely,
:
entry workshops are an
- Jane Hawken and
program at the college, and are
Martha Ross
X
held the first days at the beginning '
'
of each quarter.
r
There is1" the possibiliry of
printing a brochure of off campus
'
Dear Editor:
In regard to Alferd E. Packerd
Day, we would like to express our
disappointment with comedian
Tom Parks. Though we realize
that sarcastic humor is popular,
'
Dear Editor:
After all of the talk this past we do not feel that it is necessary
winter about the severe energy for a comedian to be sarcastically '
crisis and our suffering to eat on . sexist. Alferd : E. Packerd Day
styrofoam plates because of it, are would have been just as successful
we to suddenly disregard it with had Tom Parks refrained from
the advent of spring? If not, then using women as the brunt of so
why is so much energy being spent . many of his jokes. References to
just to convert Lowry Center into -- ' women as cheap and easy, or as
a preverbial ice box? Not only do I ; responsive to pig calls, do not
seem consistent with a college
think of the extreme '
as a waste of energy community which promotes
but I also have a terrible time : human equality. In order to make a
managing a knife and fork .while
great day even greater, we suggest
wearing mittens. My mother has
that next years planners more
always told me "cold hands, warm
carefully select their comedian. x
heart" but when it comes to "
-; A . Sincerely, l '
..
mealtime Td prefer to stay me. ,
Sue Hewett

and faculty examine their
--

.

.

:

.

:

.

on-goin-

--

g

.

Parks Too Sexist
:,

Cold Wave
Hits Lowry

off-camp-us

housing preference, and

-

re-entr- y

have many important

e

s'

.

us

questions about cost and credit
answered. The deans who review
the application can be assured that
the student, his or her advisor
have discussed the feasibility of
the program and how it will work
into the major or graduation
requirements.' The application
which requires five signatures at
least and eleven at most, is a built
in screening process. The only
students who may have trouble
with approval of an
study experience are those who
are- - academic probation In this
case, the deans will hold the
application until the spring quarter
grades are received and a decision
can be made.
.
Upon returning to the campus
people are hard at work helping
you get readjusted. The dean of
housing office sends cards to.
students who are going off campus
and will be returning during the
year and looking for bousing.
student's
These cards ask-th-

.

encouraging and circulating

original works ot creativity, inenr
return to campus, and has a high attitude is evident by looking at
for the
their
rate-- - of V success " at fulfilling
year. - The bare bones
; corning
students' requests.
Nancy Orr, from the Dean of Thistle budget has been cut;
Students office, conducts informal abolishing any possibility for
programs for students that have ; nublishina three issues with the
been off campus and are returning present paper and printing quality.
Council speaks for
to the College. These
. If Campus campus-sbe it.
o
the
entire
workshops are to help students
budger-allocation-

,

Off-Camo-

; query.
Secondly-t- he
We
wonder if the rest of the campus
shares our perception of Thistle.
Does the campus support the
need for a liberal arts college to
publish a literary magazine?.
Obviously, Campus Council does
not support the college's need for

for the enjoyment of this
community. In short, Thistle

"TT

,

magazine.

college community

multi-talente- d

off-camp-us

pgta

creation and appreciation of the

creative expression and response.
The magazine is created by a

co-edito- rs

n

--

CONTAINER'

URKl

Letters to the Editor

r

9.

N0-pfP3lT-NO-ggT-

on

Apparently, Campus Council realizes that the THISTLE
editors may not be able to produce the proposed issues next
year. In the allocation announcement it was noted that it might Dear Editor:
This letter carries a dual
not be worth it for the Editors to even attempt a magazine.
Durina discussion on the budaet. some members of council function that ( comprised of a
a cJucrV- - Firstly-t- he
argued that perhaps the THISTLE should not receive any money statement
statement.
As
the
of
'
afaiT.
Thistle, we perceive the literary
People talk about "intellectual community" and why there is magazine to be a viable vehicle for
none at the College of Wooster. Well, thafs an easy one to
answer because there is no committment, monetarily or
otherwise. For an intellectual community to exist, it must have a Off-Camp- us
receptive environment When a faculty member of Campus
Council is in favor of discontinuing the funding of one of the few
'
by Svsie Estill something is terribly wrong,
outlets for artistic expression;-theWhat worsens the situation is that President Copeland and Does the College of Wooster
study? If
the Trustees refused to increase the student activity fee by $2 encourage
this year, as was requested by Campus Council. (It was raised $1 there was any question in your
instead.) When a student is faced with a comprehensive fee of mind about the answer-l- et me tell
answer
Fromthe
over $5600 a year, would a $2 increase make him that much
e
tim?
angrier with the level of tuition? Yet an additional $1 per student
.THISTLE, reduce
would result ir .enough money to
k
the cut in the VOICE'S budget, and help the INDEX to decrease j
swin3 offings', the
.
its debt
Wooster Dean's staff is trying to
Again, where is the committment? It is certainly does not lie in make this experience the best
Campus Council, nor with President Copeland or the Board of possible for you.
college or university wimoui an ouuei tot arusnc The Wooster
irusxees.
expression is not an intellectual establishment Period.
Study "Application is designed so
D.G.P.
that when completed, the student

G-1-

A

fXClC

,

.

.

-

.

air-condition-

.

ing

'

"

.":

Cold-hearte-

.

d,

Lisa Vickery

'

.

'

.

Marcia Kleinert

.
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Wlieire tine .Msiisn Soaks 'amid the Sosi Buiois
Photos by Doug Pinkham and Dave Kopperhaver.
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Assistant Dean of Students Dwight Moore didn't think Junior Anthony Margida
could dunk him in theAlferd E. Packer Day dunking booth. He was wrong.

i
Sophomore Mike Lauber entered Jim Zuberbuhler in t.e "Best Farm
Animal Imitation" contest because he thought he looked more like a hog
than a student. He was right.
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After a miniature monsoon struck Wooster last week. Junior Jay
KeDer decided that the quad was as good a place as any to take a
dive. He was right.

country-roc- k
band McGuffey Lane played on Alferd E. Packer Day, hundreds of
students cast away excess clothing, shrugged their shoulders, and said, "Sunburn? I

As
;

.

by Mark Pferson
Through some good breaks and
perserverence Glenn Hammet has
been able to do some extensive
traveling around the world. A
sophomore, he , has been to
mainland China and Brazil and is
leaving for Japan this summer.
The trip to China originated
when Glenn overheard some
cheerleaders in one of this classes
discussing a boy who was planning
to go. Glenn picked up on the
conversation, and in 1975 the
Bethesda, Maryland Hammet who
had never been out of the United
States since the age of two was in

'
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'

'
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Glenn

'

feels

-
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by Diana Lutz

"

wooa-wiia- e
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;
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Trans-Siberia-
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art, architecture, and the
environment. Lee stated,
"Celebrating ' architecture has
sometimes led to - architecture
losing its function as human or
humanist shelter, by its ambiguous

.

Criticized
Fo r its Secrecy c -

For the last few years,a rnajo'r';.,'
complaint about the College's Injudicial - system has . been its
seemingly unjustified secrecy. The
Judicial Board is hiding behind its
duty to confidentiality, claimed its. ;
critics, and the campus began to
doubt the effectiveness of the
Board," Since then, the Judicial '':
--

.

.

;

i--

-

.-

.
"

.

undergone' some

Board .; has

'

intensive self criticism, and one of
" the results was a decision to make
a public report of their activities to
--

:;
the campus each year. ;
V The first of these reports is now
an closed, reserve in Andrews ",

;

.

--

.

Library. Filed under the

department of Campus Council,
the "Chairperson's Report of the
Judicial Board's Proceedings for"
1976-77- "
will be available at the
front desk. Although the report "';
maintains the confidentiality of its
Trends in modern-- art was just one of the topics discussed by ..cases by withholding the names of .
Clayton Lee at last Wednesday's convocation. A.r'A- -j
"
continued on page 5 ;
"-

1

.
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"
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relationship to the human
continued on page 7- -
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Student Exhibition (EdiisidefsTira'dition

t"

of her own and of others, both in
by Lisa Vickery
'
the past and of the present. ' .
What has changed at Wooster?
Two of her large drawings are
Although that is somewhat of a ;
collages, restating
scrapbook-likrhetorical question, Robin Light, a ;
picture. The
one
than
"more
senior art major, has attempted to subject of the Erst one like this
will
.
on
be
it
answer
resolve and her
a tradition at Wooster
display in Severance HaU during ' 'graduation:
an schools. Although at first
as
at
the last week of the quarter. Her ' glance all of the graduation
IS. exhibit, the last one of the nine ' pictures she has recreated appear
that have been shown throughout
the spring, will formally open this V' timeless, but in fact some areolder
Sunday May 28th, with a reception yearbook commencement'
"
snapshots, juxtaposed with very
- ,
p.m.
from
"Tradition and Change . in recent ones. The older ones are
Wooster" is the title of Robin's .different in the sedate and almost'
project Her LS. consists of nine pious atmosphere surrounding the
drawings done in students wearing their caps and
pencil, pastel and conte' crayon. gowns.' The most .recent photos'
They are an based on what she has are comparitively-- ' less formal,
seen in old and new photographs zeroing in ' more personally on
which teU of Wooster experiences r fewer 'students at a time and the
"

e

.

.

.

premise or, more

--

specifically, "the tradition of the
new" to use the term of the famous
critic, Harold Rosenberg, is being
left behind.
art
concentrates instead on tendencies, directions, and the space and
time around them." Lee didn't
deny that this creates a more
complex context in which to
"Post-moder- n

.
,

1--

,

.

'

4

--

understand the art "Recent art
has transformed this view of art
and cultural activity into a more

multidimensional view, making
culture both .subject and object.

T

;

.

--

"post-modernis-

;

.

.

"

.

--

.

'

--

boundaries
between art . and
culture have dematerialized and
recent art. activity demystifies the
relations of - art and culture
production. As a consequence,
recent, or
art
has concentrated on the act of
experiencing art rather than its
products. That is we will "be
looking at artifacts and their
critical surroundings rather than
objects as art"
In the case of our most recent
art, Lee explained that the avant-gard- e

--

;

.

"

of modernism itself, , the

,

;

e."

,

'

--

,'.

This reciprocal relationship

"

.

.

.

--

incorporating new media like
video it challenges the beliefs
established by an earlier art
criticism. Accordingly, in the rise

-

,

y

one-way

.

--

f-;--

:

--

,

'"'

--

art and society is '
mediated by language and
linguistic
structures."
Wednesday's
delivered last
According to Lee, language is
convocation entitled "There is No
necessary to illuminate the subtle
Accounting for Taste: Praxis and
relationships - of art, society,;
the Conceptual Analysis of
He opened his lecture culture, and the environment. As
with the statement . ."Enough , the basis of his lecture, he offered '
action, it's time .for wordsl".. (a 'J "three ""case's" to illustrate"
piece of graffiti from the French "language's articulating our
student rebellion of 1968), and perceptions of monuments and
then proceeded to address "a our environment." Citing the
body of questions on art and example of the "absent" Lincoln'
monument on the college campus
language."
for Case 1, Lee explained that the
Lee believes that language is way in which we might approach
especially important to articulate
contemporary art is similar to the
the new and often difficult ideas way we can look at the incomplete
posed by contemporary art His Lincoln monument and form a
relationship with this art is best mental image of the missing
expressed by his own statement: statue. "The popular image of
I will focus on how recent
Lincoln is necessary to complete
"avant-gardeart has eliminated, the perception of the ' Lincoln
the boundaries between statue outside Andrews Library."
traditional media such as painting
His second case pointed out the
and sculpture. As well as recent ambiguity between modern ;
Art-Languag-

"

--

-

between

'

' r.

;

J

'

Clayton Lee, professor of studio
art at the College of Wooster

.

'

Lee AnahzosMzt
-

'

"';'"-'-

:

the type of

.

--

':''l.";

--

communism that has developed in
China is the best for China's large
population. "What the Chinese
have developed is a system that
fits in well with their historical
background. Everyone seems
happy with ' their ' standard of
- :
living."

-

--

.

could carry on a conversation , :'This summer Glenn, "is edge . of Russia to Moscow in though it will be in : ..'
about - almost anything. It was participating in a GLCA program - Leningrad, even
.
.".7"-;;:.'-.December.-College,
by
Earlham
..
sponsored
Brazilian
into
assimilate
'easier to
city than it was in China, for there ;, Indiana, jn which he will have the ',..'. Glenn is a. History major who is
' opportunity to teach English in a living in Douglass this year. One of ;
is a lot - of WesternAmerican
; v'"
Japanease school. He will spend his favorite activities since coming
influence in Brazil."
playing the
. is
the summer in Japan learning the to Wooster
s One day a week before coming
"
back to the states Glenn was language, and in the fall will teach .' bagpipes. Tve always had an'
crossing what he thought was a school three days a week and two interest in the pipes, and Wooster
street Suddenly a car other days take courses in provides its pipers with chanters s
came out of the direction where le language and culture with the nine . and lessons. I enjoyed the fall wasn't looking and ran over his other students on the program. marching season very much and
foot, and he was thrown an the "The place I will be staying is in a the spring tour was a blast" Glenn
sidewalk, whQe the car went on. very provincial, remote part of recently appeared in the dance
He walked a quarter mile back to Japan, and this is exciting to me. I corps of the "Most Happy Fellow" shop
barber
his apartment, and a doctor told will be living with a Japanease and was also in the
"
.: '
'. '
v. .'
him his foot was not broken. When family, as it will be interesting to quartet. ; '
After getting out of school he::
Glenn came to Wooster several make comparisons between
weeks later, he found that it was - Chinese and Japanease society.; would like to' teach abroad for
can check out;
'broken and spent his first quarter ; Comparing and contrasting two several years so he
oriental political systems, . one the possibilities - for a - career. ,:'
. of school m a cast "It's the only,
way to come to school. Through communist,' the other capitalist, ' "There is no way I want to go to
-; :: ,V ' , : grad school. "After four years of
this, I met aD kinds of people who will be a challenge." college
go
I'm
who
wants
on?
to
way
hopes'
:.
Glenn
leg
my
the
home
On
I
or
wondered how broke
' gave me assistance through the
n ; not looking for money in a job
to be able to take the
;
.; look to experience.",
railroad
from
,
Eastern
the
lunch line.".
r:
Glenn's feelings about Wooster
j are mixed. --1 have good feelings 1
.about school but I have begun to'
look at Wooster more realistically
I than I did as a Freshman. I was '
. ' looking .for a smaQ town, and a"
'
small school, and indeed it is a ; change from the faster paced life of
"
Washington. . I really appreciate
a
offer,
Wooster
what
has
but
to
;:
,' . sometimes it is too idealistic, True,-- : t,
we are living in a "place apart", but 4
' sometimes it seems so apart it '
1
,
becomes unrealistic." "

-

China. "I was grateful I was naive
: Glenn's
next international
culturally, for it was great shock; adventure was in Brazil, when he
there was no reminder of the U.S. participated in the AFE student
like I saw in Brazil. There were so exchange program. He lived with a
many people all over the place, but family in Rio de Janeiro in an
they aD seemed relatively happy. I . apartment on the beach. .1 had
was told by several of them that : never lived in a metropolitan area
they would be satisfied if they had such as Rio, and the experience of
the following things: sewing ' living in a city was as interesting as
machine, radio, wristwatch, and a being in a foreign country. When I
"
bicycle."
arrived in Rio, I could barely speak
;
Glenn relates that he and the Portugease, but by the time 1 left
group of American students with three and a half months later I

'

"

'
--

oammeit. ii .ravens

him were constantly followed by
groups of two or three hundred
people. 1 never felt Eke anyone'
was looking over my" shoulder,
though. Once when I went into a
store the crowd had me crammed
against the counter, but when I left
they politely made an aisle for me."

.

'

.v.,..

'-aa---

s. i

'

;

'Cx
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"photo-realistic"

.

;

.

.

.

students exhibiting a more casual
attitude towards the whole affair.-- '
The - commencement tradition '
remains the same but the attitude
'towards it has under gone a
.change.
'
.
':,
The other" collage depicts the
Wooster Scots -- bag pipers: a
tradition that is more unique to
.Thei
. Wooster than graduation.
pipers and the plaids visually say
"Wooster" without explanation.
This is a: tradition that hasn't
.changed superficially. As Robin
says, . "The uniform doesn't,
change, it's the people inside."
A custom that few present day
are familiar with "Color
students
' Day", is the
subject for one of the
' drawings that depicts a tradition
that no longer exists. This
.

-

--

drawing, based on a photograph
taken in the 50s, shows the May
Queen with : her court and is
-

illustrative : of the festivities

the extinct but

accompanying

once annual Wooster tradition.
Robin found, an old' 1937

baseball team picture in
-

Severance Hall which used to be
the old gym) and utilized it to
represent the sports tradition
which has always been one. of
importance . here. ' The team,'
seated on the steps of the building,
except for the change in hats,
mitts and uniform styles, could be
ball
any team, from any year
is as much of a long standing
tradition to Wooster as it is to
--

.

.-B- ase

a :
America. - . ,
.,;
Variations on the .Wooster
,,
continued on pase 5
:

.'

I
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Woo

"
by Lisa Vickety
V The best thing about a jazz
: concert is that the real talent that
is often kept subdued in other
. forms of music . is able to .be
'exhibited to its fullest potential.
This is precisely what happened
' Tuesday nioht
when Wooster's
:

.

;

,

--

:

Jazz Ensemble, underj the

-

-

:

"

-

-

--

-

Talkin, . that had an alto

saxaphone solo by Don Rice,
whose interpretation is so free and
natural that it is 7 seemingly
unconscious.
Nice " N Joky :
featured a lot of different soloists,
including George Foley on piano,
:Steve Burns on tenor sax, Steve
Castle on Bass and Don Rice again
on aho. Steve Burns and Steve
Castle again got their chances to '
shine in Sax or Better. Likewise,
drummer Jeff Spats got into a solo,
complete with cow beDs to mark
what Dr.'t Ling classified as " a ,;
"schizophenic" Flaky Jake. The
performance of this section was
fine, although I think the corny
titles of the pieces are somewhat
dubious.
,
Intermission gave the band a
chance to reorganize inlp a Dixi- "

--

.

.

r by Dave Koppenhaver
; College of Wooster sophomore
Amy Kerka has recently been
accepted as one of the 28 students
in Ohio State's fall program of
; study at the Pushkin Institute in
Moscow. The students will meet in
Frankfurt, West Germany In late
September to travel together by
-;
train to Moscow for two and one
half months of intensive Russian
l study.
r
.

.

by Amy McMahon
This weekend's production of
"Winnie the Pooh" will be more
than just an entertaining way of
avoiding
pressures,
because director Ann Peterle,
along with her, assistant Becky
Boyer, have put in a lot of work to

Starring as our fuzzy friend is Lu
Ann McCleman, and as her pal

;

"I just think that kids need the
opportunity to share in theatre. It's
different from television because
children have the chance to get
involved with the action. I think it's
a totally different audience."
The Pooh gang will be ready to

Christopher Robin, Marty

Stanton.

-

r;

Creativity is an integral part of
the Pooh production. Costumes
are pretty minimal, with just a few

pre-exa- m

:'

touch-up-

to suggest the

s

make the play particularly
appealing to Wooster's younger

characters of Piglet, Eeyore, and'
the rest of the cast. This is done for
generation, namely for grades
two purposes, Ann explained, to
- allow
children to ' use their
imaginations more and for the cast
-to work harder at characterizing
their parts. The props, too, are
students that they have the option rather skeletal, as the stage is to be
of study in Russia as undergrad- set outside, near the east end of
uates. It takes longer and requires Kauke HaD.
'
more preparation but the ; "Winnie the Pooh" is planned to
opportunity is there." "
give both participants
; the
This program had a
audience a break from a regular
Russian prerequisite which Amy type of theatre show. Because it is
will soon fulfill. She is currently the vying for a children's audience,
Russian student
lone second-yea- r
to be more fun than
at the College and will be attending anything else. Both Ann and
a
Slavic workshop at Becky expressed a strong desire
Indiana University this summer. for a more expansive children's
- Professor Wilkinson has been theatre program .here at
the
invited to. deliver a lecture on College. Ann has especially
recent Russian memoirs about pushed for more children's
travel in America at the workshop. products on campus, as she said,
continued on page 7

APPLE

.

--

.

.

.

in his academic gown..

photo-realist- ic

:

s

THE

w

.

One of Robin's more personal

--

job

this

Consider ' being a
volunteer to work with retarded
citizens. Apple Creek State
Institute invites you to apply for
one of our volunteer positions

available in many interesting fields.
We need swimming instructors,

nd

tutors, rock bands. Special
Olympics coaches, escorts
secretaries, a television camera
operatorscript-write-

r

.

assistant,

on camera performers, and
numerous "special friends" for our

residents.

Your commitment can be as
as one hour each week to as
experience.
great as a
Volunteerism offers opportunities to check out job interests,
meet new friends, and gain
valuable career experience while
contributing to our ' retarded
citizens in a meaningful way.
If any of these "jobs" interest
you contact Pamela S. Rilling,
director of volunteer services at
Ext. 307, or
ACSI; 216698-2411- ,
write Box 148, Apple Creek,
Ohio 44606.
full-tim-

,

.

continued from page 4

persons

or parties, it does
describe the types of cases heard
and the types of penalties issued
during the past year.
According to reports from
Campus Council, the main reason
for distributing a report of the
Board's activities is to curb the
violations of The Code of Conduct
e
and
of Academic
Integrity by publicizing the
consequences of such actions. It is
hoped that by educating the
campus as to the . results of
.

"

1

1

346 E. BOWMAN ST.

Goingto Europe this
summer? It s not

too soon to start
planning!

CALL
264-650-

-

262-586-

e

Flair Travel
Consultant

--

The-Cod-

.

d

little

Report Public r"

Human beings are one family.- - all one with God, and all valued by God. The 4
unborn have the same value as the bom. God sees no difference.

5

6

-

CORRIE TEN BOOM, Author The Hiding Place
ABORTION FACTS .
The
Planned Parenthood center in Tucson, Arizona, reports that 15 of the
I
women who abort m the city are repeaters and that it ic not uncommon for a
woman to have a record of 3 abortions. Did you know that a woman who has
never had an abortion has a 5 chance of deavering a premature child? After one
"sate" abortion, her chance for having a premature baby rises to 14.
I after two abortions, to 18, after three abortion to 24
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF GYN & DB, SEPT, 1971
-.
United States House of Representatives
WAYNE COUNTY
9
Box 835, Wooster, Ohio
"
.
or call
'..
.-

so-calle-

fun-fille-

drawings captures two young men
posed by the large Kauke. rock,
which is literally an unmoved
campus tradition. One of the men
is her father, who attended the
school between '48 and '52. The
other is his roommate. The rock
another symbol of Wooster, is still
passed daily by students traveling
from class to class, just as it was plagerism, exam cheating,
years ago.
vandalism, or theft, students will
. AS of Robin's drawings, whether
think twice before they commit,
of a tradition that has evolved, or such actions. "
.
of one that has faded out
completely, involve real people, a
Grace's Wine
Wooster tradition that will never
Shoppe
change.
248 W. North Street

LET THE MEN OF WISDOM SPEAK

'

:

-

CREEK-N- o

summer?

h

necks, obviously representing
Wooster's Hell Week tradition.
This too is based on an old photo
and while the clothing -- and
hairstyles have changed, the club
tradition hasn't. "The idea is still
thesarhe."
President Lowry is the sole
object of an idealistic tradition that
made an indelible impression on
Wooster. President Lowry, by the
institutions he brought to this
school, stands as a tradition in '
himself, and is so drawn by ' bin '

production
show their
this Saturday at 10:00 A.M. and
2:00 P.M. and again on Sunday at
2:00 P.M. all for the bargain price
of nothing! Becky has high hopes
of a good performance, too, she
said, "if it ever stops raining!"

Volunteers Needed

2-- 5.

Light's I.S. ReflectsWoosterTraditipns
continued from page 4
sports tradition are shown in two
of Robin's other drawings, one
being a 19708 picture of a
women's varsity field hockey
player. Only recently has the
sports tradition been opened to
women, and has now created a
change within ' an , established
tradition. "The second variation
uses a photograph of two track
team members, one black, one
white, walking arm and arm,
sharing in a victory that goes
beyond athetotics. The participa- -'
tion ' of foreign and minority
;students is certainly not limited to
just sports, but the fact that these
men 'are teammates as well as
students make their commraderie '
aD the more poignant.
The
closeness between the two races
illustrates the expansion of the :
Wooster tradition of community.
sketch-iAnother
of a group of girls, all with strings
of peanuts drapped around their

r

I

Spend the Afternoon With Pooh

two-mont-

achievement for Amy, said
professor Joel, WUkinson of
' College's Russian department.the
.?!
think, it also shows .Wooster
.

trT ACVM

--

es

"This is definitely an
"

v;

'..

it-promis-

.

--

-

r-a-

:

i .

n

.

--

--

..--

,

Bound

L

.

land septet, joining two guest musilast' section was a contrapuntal
cians to a select few out of the regu- tenor sax duet, featuring Don Rice
lar ensemble. " The . mild New; r and Ruth Baker, based on the
Orleans "street march". Wolver- " Suite No: 6 in D and entitled
ine Blues, highlighted Sara McCall Bach's Back With a Beat. It was
on clarinet. It's almost incredible definitely a different approach
how she can "interpret Kimky-a- t than the usual baroque.
Korsakov
- Wooster's Jazz Ensemble has
'one time and two
nights later wail in dixi style Dr.
been especially fortunate this year
Ling got the : biggest round of
because of the new talent that has
applause on the next arrangement been introduced into the school,
of Frankie and Johnny when he
meaning "particularly Don Rice,
sat in to play a jazz tuba sob.
Jeff Spats and Sara McCall, who
- The ensemble reunited and got- are outstanding musicians with a
into some more swing music to innate sense of jazz. Of course the
wind up the program, with songs
rest of the ensemble cannot be
like Bluesy Basic, The disregarded for the group as a
Lunceford Special, and A Little whole has been able to produce a
' Lazy Blues. One jazz piece in this good sound.
:

--

direction of Stuart Ling, gave their
last concert of the season.
The concert was ' divided into.
three sections, the first opening
with a bluesy number,- Sweet

L",

It Up -

t3V

r''

-

DINO'S

Br

DRIVE THRU

COLD

and Win
Chompagn
Soft Drinks and Ice

d

Carryout
PI2ZA
All Mad

Hr

"

Monday thru Thurtday
Friday and Saturday

RIGHT-TO-LIF- E

A In ch CaUege HtlH

twnei

SHOP

Shoppwia canter

262-884- 8

-

264-528-

:

--

'

429

--

uwfK. unersency rirsnancy mu

i-1- 7m

f

t liberty

1 1

11

00 a m.
00 o
m.-1:0-

--

0

Nr1

To

leave

00 p.m.
o m.
Ph.

Woot'cr
Mi

I I

Your Cor

262-044- 4
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Tourism Difficult in Bloc 'Conantries
Eastern European license plates
by Use Vogel
Since I am in the United States I 'which can be seen in Austria,
have been often asked how it feels however, are Yugoslavian, since
to five dose to the border to Yugoslavia is not part of the Soviet
Communist countries. Austria Bloc People from Soviet Bloc
shares borders with Switzerland, countries rarely travel to the West
Germany, Italy and Yugoslavia, because their governments
d
and the
frontiers impose heavy restrictions on this
;
' ;
:
to Czechoslovakia and Hungary activity.
actually make up only a small
On an everyday basis, the
portion of the Austria's borders. vicinity of Austria to the Soviet
As a touristic country, Austria Bloc can only be felt when one
receives visitors from all over the comes close to the frontiers of the
world and during certain seasons "iron fence", or when one wants
one can see a variety of foreign
one of these countries. Before
license plates- on cars. The only 1968, the
mine fields

at the

heavily-guarde-

to-vis-

-

fear-imposi-

,

recently reported by the

Czechoslovakian-Austria- n

border gradually lost importance
and citizens from East and West
could pass the border with
lessened restrictions. Now the
"iron fence" is fuDy intact again.
Westerners have to obtain visas to
enter the country but also
Austrians usually get them when
.they apply for them while people .
from Czechoslovak! hardly ever
acquire a visa for the' West.
;
The border to Hungary has
been one of Europe's most

ng

heavily-guarde-

d

frontiers, m a significant
relaxation on travel restrictions,

If
Dr. Robert Smith has announced that applications are now
available for students who wish to

LET THE

participate ; in archaeological

(SOMPANYof WAYNE COUNTY

excavations at Petla, Jordon, in the
spring quarter of 1979.
. Or. Smith . explained
that
although the final selection of
students who will take part in the
field activities will not be made until
next fall, it is important for
interested students to make

preliminary application this

provide you with your

1978

--

edition of our

popular WISH DOOK

quarter. Another invitation for
applications will be made early in
the fall
Application forms may be
obtained directly from Dr. Smith in
his office, Kauke 132. Any student
unable to see Dr. Smith during his
regular office hours should
for an
telephone him at
appointment.
264-706- 3

v.":

1

neighboring Austria. The

PERRY
OPTICAL

,

X2

--

agreement, which is to come into
force next January will effect a
transformation of this border into
the most open and relaxed of East-Wecrossing points.
Western tourists will be able to
enter Hungary without any
st

-

.

-

it

"Washington Post", Hungary had
agreed- - to abolish visas with

difficulty and paper work.

,

Hungarians will be freer to travel

to the West, although they will still
need a special permissions
from their own authorities.

.

the .new agreement"
however, there arises the hope
that florishing tourism to the East
will help to better an East-Weunderstanding.
With

st

Admissions Standards
Set
a
us

challenge for
is
to seek
from a group which is
students
maintained, the incoming class in
general ranks well above the highly sought after." Top
standards set by the committee. competitors are other small liberal
As for accepting students which arts schools and are listed in order
do not meet the above standards, of preference: Denison (65 of all
Wooster students also apply to
last year Wooster accepted 8.8
of those in the incoming class that 7 Denison), Kenyon, Ohio
did hot comply with two of the Wesley an, Wittenberg and Miami
three requirements, and this year of Ohio. Other schools vying for
; of Wooster
Graff sees that number potential College
Allegheny,
Bucknell,
are
students
significant
It
decreasing.
to note
is
that the rate of academic Dickenson, Oberlin, St Lawrence
"Unsuccess" in this "risk" group is and Gettysburg.
In reaction to recent critism of
not significantly larger than for the
rest of the student body, with 72 the : lax" admissions standards,
of these students maintaining Graff claims that Wooster is
successfully attempting to attract
G.P.A's above 2.0.
The new freshman class differs the student who is above average.
in other ways from classes before He points, out that only 21 of
it in that it will include more the incoming class have SATs
below 450 and that the significant
women than men (52 W to 48
of 7 Wooster freshman
number
M). It will hopefully contain
scores, class rank and
SAT
have
many
although
not as
blacks,
'
applicants have been definitely academic averages above the
"If
a
student can '
national
norms.
this
placed in the freshman class at
time (as compared to 9 at this time give us some indication that there
last year. 43 are from Ohio, down is a possibility of negotiating his
way through four years here, we
from last year's figures of
and 80 of the incoming class are feel that , they deserve the
opportunity to try." In addition, he
from public school systems.
will be receiving some kind of dislikes the idea of measuring the
quality of an institution by what it
financial aid.
' Wooster is in competition with a brings in but rather would judge it
"Wooster
number of other schools for its by its
students who generally fall into the generally turns out a better person
category of the top 60 of those than it brings in and that is, after
students planning to attend all, what we as an institution of
college at all Accodinq to firaff . "it higher learning are here to do.

Admissions

standards are

7"

48-4-

m

9

45-5-

COMPLETE NEW GLASSES
NEW FRAMES
NEW LENSES
PRESCRIPTION
SUNGLASSES
LENSES DUPLICATED

1978 WORK BOOK

i

Pi

--

25-3- 0

TO SEE BETTER...
SEE PERRY OPTICAL

and the equally
popular, edition of our

"Most of them are on filthy
drugs which rot their minds,
you know. They, won't be able
to last out much longer"

0

end-produc-

.

Quarters Away Popular

be listed as programs to which any
student may. apply- - Another
SENSIBLE PRICES
acquaint the students with all of problem that the new pamphlet
the opportunities available to would eliminate is the problem of
- ' ALL
them. The college catalogue is the finding the correct faculty contact
place when students now hunt for person who is in charge of a
PRESCRIPTIONS
'
specific program.
off- - campus programs, and the
- Wooster has been successful in
vague
or
descriptions
are often
FILLED
misleading. Many off campus integrating off campus study into
programs such as Urban Quarter ' its educational program. This is
and some of the Religion programs witnessed by the large number of
333 EAST LIBERTY
students that are going off campus
are limited to the major; these will
234-234- 4
in the fall. . Approximately 100
students have applied to go off
campus for various reasons.
LET THE MEN OF WISDOM SPEAK
things, students who
Among
The care of human fife and happiness - and MM their detraction is the first and are goingother
off campus want to take
only legitimate object at good government. .
Thomas Jefferson
the opportunity for this type of ;
study while it is available to them.
ABORTION FACTS
Students are - also looking for
If yon have to be planned, genetically perfect and totaly convenient and of the
programs
that will broaden their
you
will
or
standards
today,
what
tor
be
born
allowed
be
to
right sex. hi order to
learning experience by the change
some poor defective child, yet be assessed by in order locontinue to Bve after birth?
tVodeisthemosl dangerous concept lo ever be
The "meaningful Kfr" lesl of Roe
in environment and curriculum,
"
applied to human fife in the United States.
and at the same time will fulfill their
The Honorable John W. McCormack
.
requirements. They have found
Former Speaker
that Wooster is a place that has a
'
United States House of Repieaentalives
wealth of opportunities and is
WAYNE COUNTY
more than willing to help them
Boa 835. Wooster. Ohio
:7"
arrange for an experience that
or caff '
EMPAC Emergency Pregnancy Aid
could ' be one of the most
FREE Pregnancy HOTLINE
1
rewarding parts of their education.

.'PROMPT REPAIRS

continued from page 2
study programs, to better

?

--

i

t.

--

.

V
X

TO HELP YOUR "WISHES" FOR THE FUTURE COME TRUE,
CENTRAL TRUST PROVIDES A SAVINGS
TO FIT ANY
BUDGET AND ANY NEED.
TO HELP MAKE YOUR "WORK" EASIER
EVERY
DAY OF THE YEAR AND ESPECIALLY AT TAX
A PERSONAL CHECKING ACCOUNT IS
TIME"
THE ANSWER! KEEP TRACK OF WHERE EVERY
PENNY IS SPENT, HAVE VALID RECEIPTS OF ALL
BILLS PAID, AND CURB IMPULSE SPENDING. WITH
OUR -- WORK BOOK," YOU'LL HAVE MORE MONEY
TO PUT INTO OUR "WISH BOOK"!
PI-A-

N

.

...

t.

:

-

,

.

-

.

.

IDGHT-TO-UF- E

24-528- 9

and .'DJmsKrO BANKING

-

.

.

.

1-419--

i

1372

1-400-3-

,

f

44-721

!

:

.

;
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C.O.W.'s Independent Study Aids Ph.D. Process
continued from page 1
needed for graduate study.' "
Dr. Larry Stewart of the English
department commented that LS. is
a major step leading to a doctoral
dissertation. "Since I. S. is
mandatory and not an honors
' program, students realize more
fully their potential and are not
scared off by graduate school
requirements," noted Stewart. "'",
- He
also added that the degrees
offered at Wooster lead to ;

doctorates. "Ajournalism major (in
a larger college) rarely gets a
doctorate, whereas an English or
History major is more likely to
pursue a Ph.D." ' : ' Stewart attributed part of
Wooster's successes " in V the
doctoral world to the student
faculty relationships at Wooster.
"The size of the college enables
professors to work with and
encourage individual students

water, while

--

-

working in Admissions; who falls
into the "all but dissertation"
category, says "I left Wooster
prepared for graduate school.
Other's coming in spent time
catching up and barely treading
-

-

continued from page 4

as "part of a project to return the
perception of recent art to the
common
person." Much recent
'
art (Carl Andre was the example
Lee used) offers its audience an
"object which can heighten the
it difficult to separate art and
awareness of the viewer by calling
architecture from contemporary attention to the immediate
culture and society.
environment." Though now
The relationship of object to .mediated by language, "the
environment places an emphasis
premium placed on the perception
on critical language to mediate and imagination of the viewer is
perception,'' Lee introduced as the task of the" artifact "
'
Case 3. He then interpreted the
Lee believes that the effect of
role of contemporary art criticism much contemporary art,"

especially the new public

--

Is to undermine
rather than revere
them, and perhaps by under- mining them make our discourse
about art reach other arenas, and
whose net effect is to demystify as
well as dematerialize." He adds,

'-

monuments,
conventions

,

Wooster Student is

Graff points to LS. and the wide
variety of individual programs at
Wooster as key contributors to
Wooster's high ranking. "You can
get as intense in studying as you
wish. LS. is demanding to the
students, so they gain the
confidence from its completion
needed to make graduate work less

graduate

school, "when a
professor would assign a paperthat
other students would panic over
and ask a barrage of specific
questions to limit the decisions
they would have to make out of the

-;.

The importance of language,
particularly critical language, to
this task is that while language is
not a determining factor it is part of
articulating art's place in the world
as ordinary experience."

was able to move

traumatic."
Graff stresses the importance of
the freedom and choices Wooster
students have. It is common for
professors to assign very broad
topics for papers to spark creativity
and demand a decision.
Graff recalls moments in

Art and Language Discussed
environment." He exemplified this
issue by citing recent historical
events in which both the building
involved and the events became
monuments. This situation makes

I

ahead."

one-to-on-

--

;

more than a larger school. 1.5.
e
relationship
forces a
with faculty members, just as a
dissertation does, so it trains
students in interaction."
Steve Graff, a Wooster alumnus

--

individual and respond rationally to
situations in gradute study.
Several students questioned
indicated Independent Study as
the main reason for the high
percentage of ' Ph.D'i. Other
contributing factors mentioned
include: the caliber of students
Wooster attracts, the opportunity
to create individual programs,

given

attention

consensus reason given .to

Wooster s high percentage of
doctoral recipients, coupled with
the high academic standards met
by students to give Wooster its
nationally acclaimed position in the
academic world.

Store Hours: Uon. thru Thur. . to
Friday and Saturday Klshts TBI
--

continued from page 5

The workshop will'give Amy the amongst themselves.
Amy is a double Cultural Areas
equivalent of three year's study.
Travel is also included in the studies and economics major with
The Pushkin Institute - is program. The group will spend a an eye to a possible career in
designed specifically for foreigners week in Leningrad and several
trade. This program is a solid
studying the Russian language. days each in Tallin, the capital of step in the right direction.
Professors there designed the Estonia, and Kiev before travelling
textbooks used by the
r
by train from the last to Vienna.
Russian classes at Wooster and Being located in Moscow has
Ohio State, as well as other infinite cultural, possibilities of its
colleges. They .also publish a. own, (including;, the Bolshoi
e
gym floor," he
the
1
journal, . Russian" Language Theater.)
;'.
said. - "Forty to fifty students
which is published in
. Abroad,
This - is one of the few volunteered to help bail it out."
several languages to promote undergraduate programs of :
In light of the cost of a new gym
interest in Russian study.
Russian language study I would
0
and of new
. Amy will select from six primary recomment," said Wilkinson. "At
wrestling mats, Coach Van Wie '
areas of concentration: intonation, this point in Amy's study a e
saw these students' efforts as
pronunciation, grammar, lexicon emersion is the best step she can
literally invaluable.
(vocabular building), conversa- take. The experience is bound to
and the
"Students
tion, and composition. All the solidify her knowledge of Russian
time the rain came saved us," he
classes are advanced and taught in and she will pick up a fluency
said. Had the rain arrived later in
Russian and students sign an which can only come by daily
the evening, he feels, students
agreement to use Russian exposure."
;
... would not have been available to
help and damage might well have
been costly.

COMPLETE STOCKS
OF

Men's Ci Women's

multi-purpos-

,

'

"

l3

st

Rain Dampens
C.O.W. Buildings

first-yea-

by faculty

classroom. They wanted all of the
guidelines spelled out. And what's
worse, the professors went along
with it and spoon fed them."
Wooster prepares students to be

Russia-Boun- d

East-We-

-

members, and the discipline
demanded of Wooster students.
Study is the
i Independent

!

--

floor--$200,0-

.

--

and
Furnishings

full-tim-

co-operati-

on

'

including cotton denim flares with button front
or zipper styles.

Aid Fraud Discovered

had best not , While Kornfeld admits that some
fudge on their federal financial aid mistakes are honest, he believes
applications anymore. An HEW that computer rejections will weed
computer, programmed to catch out students whodo not deservean
award at all. AO rejectees are given
cheaters, is rejecting more than
of the 800,000 applications for basic a chance to resubmit corrected
educational opportunity grants for applications.
this year.
June A wfl be Pauline Boston
HEW is stepping up its auditing
Day. Ms. Boston, the secretary of
efforts, says student aid director
House, is retiring, and
Leo Kornfeld, because it has been the Church
wifl be a special reception for
there
paying out $100 million to $150
her after the service mat Sunday.
million a year to ineligible or
A new committee of Westoverpaid students. The bulk of the minster Church is focusing on
money, goes to ; students who
Human Rights in Latin America.
underestimated, v their family's Anyone
interested in joining the
:
income, he says.
committee, Chile Action with
The students is required to state Understanding, (CHAU), should
on the application the family's contact Rev. Stewart of Rev.
income and taxes pakt The
for further information.
computer compares those figures, Jarvis
(CPS)-Stude-

nts

WOOSTER FISH

Deep Sea Foods
featuring...

Qood Merchandise
Out Business and Pleasure Since 1171
Pubtle Square, Woostac, Onto

lobster

"

ecatfish
shrimp
frog legs

turbot
eoysters .. "
scallops
BBQribs
RESTAURANT

essss t:G225 pirn

and

764

RETAIL FRESH FISH
262-833-

1

"The Pizza with the Big Secret!

230 N. Buckeye

"Made to Order

:.

.

cross-checkin-g,

Smithvillo Inn
109 West Main
-SmlthviUe
"Where Chicken is King"

--

4

CITY
NEWS
S.

Market

2C2-51-51

Magazines

Newspapers

.

Unbaked pizza to go
Also Serving Italian - American Foods
WELCOME TO WOOSTER I
Come See Us:
Weekdays-Sp- .

Smoke Shop

m.-la--

m.

FrL Sat 5p.m. 2a.m.
Only
Sunday Carry-Ou- t
--

Greeting Cards

Cheese Pepperoni, Sausage.

Mushrooms, Anchovies, Peppers. Onions

and if there are apparent

discrepancies between the two, the
computer rejects the application.
There . is no
however, with legally confidential
Internal Revenue Service records
of income and taxes paid.'

Pittsburgh

Avenue

--

5-1-2,

Closed Tues.
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Scot Baselb
:

by Jim VVukins
For the second consecutive year
- the Fighting Scot baseball team
will have to settle for runner-uhonors in the Ohio Conference.
Last year the title series went the
.
fuO three games before Marietta
College emerged victorious, but
this year the Pioneers bested the
Scots in two straight, by scores of
and .
For Marietta, the number two
. ranked Division III team in the
nation, it was their sixth OAC
baseball championship in the last
eight years. Despife the setbacks
the Scots suH earned a bid to the
r NCAA
Division III Mideast
' regionals,
which started last

:

Ilbses

yiekfing. six runs on hitters.
fourteen hits with six strikouts and
Friday's loss put the Scots in a
seven walks.
must-wi.
situation on Saturday
Crawford pitched into jams' in and they came out looking as tf
both the first and second innings Aey would do just that as they
but escaped without giving up a scored seven runs jn the first
run. With two down and the bases inning to chase Marietta's starting
loaded in the third junior second pitcher Dave Barton . to - the
'
'
'
baseman Bill Colvin saved what 'showers.;- .
appeared to be a sure two runs by
The Scots produced the classic
going far to his right to spear a two-oraDy with singles by
hard-hi- t
ground ball and flipping it Treadway, seniors Lou Valentic
to shortstop Tim Basilone at and John Crasi, and freshmen Tim
second for a force.
Kelly and Dave King along-witan :
The Scots broke into the error and a walk to push across "
scoring column in the bottom of their, seven runs. the second when, with two out,
Staked with a seven run lead
senior Nelson Glover walked, things looked promising for,'
stole second and came home on freshman pitcher Tim Raff el, yet
Wednesday in Huntington, Pa.
Basilone's RBI single to
Marietta's bats came aBve again in .'
In the opening game of the
From there on it was aO Marietta their half of the first and before the
championship series last Friday , as the Pioneers scored in every 'inning was. over Raffel was
to
the Scots threw their top pitcher, inning from the fourth through the follow Marietta's pitcher to the
sophomore lefthander Russ seventh. They tied the score with showers.
- Crawford,
against the torrid one in the fourth, scored three in
Like Crawford on Friday, Raffel
hitting Marietta team. Crawford's the fifth, one in the sixth and one in was plagued with control
season record was pitted the seventh.'
problems, walking three.- He also '
against Marietta's
347 team
Marietta's Pete Kelly limited the gave up three hits with the bit blast ;
batting average and Marietta's Scots to eight hits in picking up the being . a three run homer by '
bats prevailed, principally due to victory. Sophomore Mike Marietta left fielder J J. Tracey.
control problems by Crawford.
Treadway , was
The home run sent Raffel to the r
and.
Crawford went the full nine Basilone was
to lead Scot --showers 'and brought on
innings,

;

n

p

6-- 1,

.

,

.

-

,

;

13-8-

ut

h

left-cente- r.

:

the Scots came back with another
run in the top of the second with
another Treadway single, a stolen
base and a RBI single by Valentic.
That was to be the extent of the "
Scots': scoring as Marietta's
offensive power again controlled
.
the game.
.They scored once - in the
seventh, clouting two more ins in
the process. ,
;'
Kohler was tagged with the loss,
while Marietta's Ron Szafraniec
struck out seven Scots in 6 13 '
innings to pick up the victory.
The Scots; conceivably could
encounter Marietta again if both
teams fair well in the Mideast
-

r

.

.-

"

:

y--

.

.

Stoe

I
.

j

'

regional. The Scots take a 27-record into that double elimination
tournament,- Joining Wooster at the regional,
hosted by Juniata College, is
Marietta, Wilkes (Pa.) College,
Widener (Pa.) College, DePauw
(Ind.) University and Juniata.
Trie
field in the double- elimination tournament is almost
identical to that of last year's .
Mideast regional in Wooster, won '
by Marietta. 8

.

"

:.-t-

.

-

six-tea- m

;

--

The ; winner of the regional
tourney advances to Marietta
next month for the Division III
:
World Series;
.
--

9:00

8

..

y

:

8-- 1

-

,

--

2-fo-

-

r-4

3-for- -4

.

sophomore righthander Jeff

Kohler, who retired two batters to
'
get out of the inning. "
V
- With their lead cut to just one
.

.-

you have that some place
special you'd Eke to" go to
that special something ;
you'd like to buy or do,
then start saving for it
today. We can help. Stop :.
in and see us.

If
'-'or

Freshman Nina Gordon is just one of the Scotties netters
competing this weekend at the Mideast Regionals in Chicago.
Gordon was the third singles champion at the recent Ohio Small
College Tennis Championships.
-

BE ALL AVE

1812 Cleveland Road

ECON-O-WAS- H

(Just North of

264-78-

Colt9)

'

i

12

Rider Jeans

j

-- -

:

A

':ir)-l--

V

-1

24 Hour Coin-O- p
Laundry
.Dry Cleaning 8 4:15

i
VORLD-VID- Z

i

Federal

First

TRAVEL
SERVICE
TAKES YOU

ABORTION Up thru

Safe and Gentle
in ) 'AIn'e
aw
Mnet
am Clinic

1

4 Weeks

.
'!

PvnpripnrpH

:
.'
Free Pregnancy Tests and
Sympathetic Counseling
Lowest Fees
Personalized and Confidential
AKRON WOMEN'S CLINIC
.J :
513 W. Market St.
Call Collect
70
.

.

.

.

0-536- -61

-

broke j
V jcomforti Boot cut for. perfect fit; Made of 78 ;;
cotton22 nylon. Blue denim; ,7
':.'r;:
"
;j
Men's Store Main Floor- - - - j
JS-T-R-E-T--

fabric

C-H

.

2.

for

saddle

:
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